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Cosmetic Tattoo by Holly
Looking for perfect eyebrows?

Ceremonies by Kellie
Wade Wedding Choreography
Welcome to Wade Wedding Choreography. My name is
Corrie Wade, and I have been providing choreographic
services to wedding couples since 2002. As a dance teacher
and performer, assisting the bride and groom with their first
dance has been one of the highlights of my dancing career.
Why have bridal lessons with Wade Wedding
Choreography? Do you want to dance with your partner on
the Big Day? Have you always wanted to learn to dance?
Perhaps you want to surprise your friends and family - you
can keep the lessons secret and amaze everyone on the day.
I specialise in taking absolute beginners and getting them
dancing (and feeling good) in the first lesson.
Not just a series of dance lessons, but a memorable journey
where you and your partner can connect and de-stress in
the pre-wedding months. Many couples are surprised to
discover the intimacy and enjoyment that can come from
learning to dance together, and many continue dancing
after the wedding! Man doesn’t want to dance? Ladies,
have you thought about asking your father? Want to pull
the heartstrings on the day? Dance with your dad! Different
packages are available to suit your needs, including bridal
party lessons.

I just love weddings! I feel so blessed that not only do I
live in one of the most beautiful places on Earth, I also
get to marry people here.
The Coffs Coast creates a perfect backdrop for a couple;
whether you are looking for a beach, garden, waterfall or river
setting, the Coffs Coast has it all.
I’ve been a wedding celebrant for over five years, and during
that time I’ve married everyone from young couples just
starting out to more mature couples who have found love
again after facing various challenges in life. True love knows
no boundaries.
When you are choosing your celebrant, it is important to
ensure your style matches theirs. I have an outgoing, lighthearted and professional approach to marriage ceremonies.
At Ceremonies by Kellie, we also offer an end-to-end
service, so that you don't have to worry about a thing.
From your songs for your ceremony to filing of your legal
documentation, I will guide you through the marriage process.  
When getting married, the most important thing to remember
is that it’s your day. Lots of people will offer advice, which is
great, but ultimately you need to decide on what it important
to you, not everyone else. Trust yourself, relax and enjoy. Oh,
and wear comfortable shoes!

Are your brows in need of a makeover? Or do you have
gaps or sparse hair that you would like to look fuller or more
shapely? Consider tattooing your eyebrows. Holly Readett
from Brows by Holly is a fully certified and trained cosmetic
tattooist, specialising in creating amazing eyebrows.
Eye brows are the most important aspect to your facial
symmetry. Holly says that with the process of measuring and
lifting the eyebrows, the perfect facial symmetry is created resulting in a more youthful appearance.
Holly’s clients love her work. A recent client, Laura said, “I had
my brows transformed by Holly today, she was so amazing
and explained everything. I’ve been considering feather brows
for a while and couldn’t have chosen better with Holly. I
absolutely love them and would recommend her to anyone
looking at getting it done.”
The Feather Touch Brow Tattoo is a semi-permanent
treatment which involves applying pigment to each hair stroke
individually. This results in a very natural look and lasts 12-18
months. It’s completely safe and the process is done utilising
the best clinical practices.
For truly beautiful eyebrows call Holly for an appointment.
Holly is located at The Salon by Nikki Williams at 88 Harbour
Drive, Coffs Harbour
For more information, call or email Holly
Ph: 0433 329 746
E: makeupartistrybyholly@gmail.com
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